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Transmitting Values About Transmitting Values About 
SexualitySexuality

Challenge for Educators and Challenge for Educators and 
ParentsParents
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Need to be More Open in Need to be More Open in 
Addressing Sexual ValuesAddressing Sexual Values

Some Evidence from Recent Some Evidence from Recent 
Survey and what Adolescents are Survey and what Adolescents are 

Sharing on the InternetSharing on the Internet
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National Study of Youth National Study of Youth 
And ReligionAnd Religion

N=3,370N=3,370
Soul Searching: The Religious and Soul Searching: The Religious and 

Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers,Spiritual Lives of American Teenagers,
Smith & Denton, Oxford, 2005Smith & Denton, Oxford, 2005
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Across denominations, are Across denominations, are 
Jews more or less likely to Jews more or less likely to 
convey clear messages convey clear messages 
about sexuality? about sexuality? 
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Job Congregation has Done Helping Better Job Congregation has Done Helping Better 
Understand Own Sexuality and Sexual MoralityUnderstand Own Sexuality and Sexual Morality
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Public School Public School vsvs YeshivaYeshiva

I came from a public schoolI came from a public school…… Once I got to yeshiva, it all Once I got to yeshiva, it all 
changed. the guys were *** holes. until the comments.changed. the guys were *** holes. until the comments.
since our school has 100 kids, its impossible not to know everybsince our school has 100 kids, its impossible not to know everybody.ody.
pretty quickly pretty quickly i was getting lots of attention in regards to my i was getting lots of attention in regards to my 
bodybody-- even though we dress even though we dress sniutlysniutly and all of that. and all of that. i'vei've hadhad
guys ask me to flash them, do jumping jacks, they grab my guys ask me to flash them, do jumping jacks, they grab my 
butt... comments upon comments of "wow, you look reallybutt... comments upon comments of "wow, you look really--""
pause, stare at the chest "pause, stare at the chest "--good today". good today". 
when i was in public school, i NEVER had to deal with any of when i was in public school, i NEVER had to deal with any of 
this.this. granted, i didn't look the same as i do now, but whenever i granted, i didn't look the same as i do now, but whenever i 
see my old guy friends i never get comments or anything, and see my old guy friends i never get comments or anything, and 
when i told my best guy friend who is still in public school when i told my best guy friend who is still in public school 
about this, he flipped out and went all "sexual harassment" about this, he flipped out and went all "sexual harassment" 
on me. on me. 
that is what this is, after all.that is what this is, after all.
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if you are a very attractive girl do something about if you are a very attractive girl do something about 
it, or just let it go it, or just let it go cuzcuz unfortunately its bound to unfortunately its bound to 

happen.happen.

this does sound like a bunch of unnecessary this does sound like a bunch of unnecessary 
crap that you are getting, but you cannot crap that you are getting, but you cannot 
compare how your friends treat you to how guys compare how your friends treat you to how guys 
who think you are hot (attractive) treat you. it who think you are hot (attractive) treat you. it 
suxsux that they do this, but, sorry to say, that they do this, but, sorry to say, if you if you 
are a very attractive girl do something are a very attractive girl do something 
about it, or just let it go about it, or just let it go cuzcuz unfortunatelyunfortunately
its bound to happenits bound to happen..

i recently dropped a ton of weight i recently dropped a ton of weight cuzcuz ofof
college tennis, and i got the same college tennis, and i got the same …….so.so
dontdont think anything of it.think anything of it. itit suxsux,, but it is but it is 
part of the 14part of the 14--19 culture.19 culture. 7 www.thelockers.net

my parents yell at me alot and make me feel worthless,my parents yell at me alot and make me feel worthless,
and he [my boyfriend]actually makes me feel loved and like im and he [my boyfriend]actually makes me feel loved and like im 

worthsomething to someone in the world.worthsomething to someone in the world.

My point is, i love him and without him i would be sad all My point is, i love him and without him i would be sad all 
the time and like miserablethe time and like miserable
my parents yell at me alot [especially my dad]my parents yell at me alot [especially my dad]
and make me feel worthless,and make me feel worthless,
and he [my boyfriend]actually makes me feel and he [my boyfriend]actually makes me feel 
loved and like im worthsomething to someone in loved and like im worthsomething to someone in 
the world.the world.
now based on that,now based on that,
do you think i was wrong to go behind my parents back do you think i was wrong to go behind my parents back 
and go out with him anyway, when they say no?and go out with him anyway, when they say no?
he makes me happy when im sadhe makes me happy when im sad
makes me feel loved when i dont.makes me feel loved when i dont.
makes me laugh when i frown.makes me laugh when i frown.
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my bf left me after we had sex! omg! i feel so my bf left me after we had sex! omg! i feel so 
dumb..dumb..

I dont get the whole 13 years old shouldnt be dating thing. I daI dont get the whole 13 years old shouldnt be dating thing. I datedted
a guy at 14 and fell in love. So i get wat your saying... Prove a guy at 14 and fell in love. So i get wat your saying... Prove youryour
parents wrong, show them you're responsible enough to handle a parents wrong, show them you're responsible enough to handle a 
relationship. Make them understand that you really do love him..relationship. Make them understand that you really do love him... ;). ;)
year later.. we see a post year later.. we see a post 

my bf left me after we had sex! omg! i feel so dumb..my bf left me after we had sex! omg! i feel so dumb..

THAT SUCKS!! But i no the feeling.. when the boy i lost my virgiTHAT SUCKS!! But i no the feeling.. when the boy i lost my virginitynity
to left me, i felt like ****, i couldnt believe i bought into hito left me, i felt like ****, i couldnt believe i bought into his **** s **** 
about the future.. ger.. i get mad thinking about it.. Like y doabout the future.. ger.. i get mad thinking about it.. Like y do all the all the 
guys i seem to get with just want to get in my pants (well with guys i seem to get with just want to get in my pants (well with the the 
exception of one..) no wat i mean!?exception of one..) no wat i mean!?
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Virginity?Virginity?

I know in the Christian religion, your supposed I know in the Christian religion, your supposed 
to stay a virgin until you are married, but are to stay a virgin until you are married, but are 
their any laws in the Jewish religion like that? their any laws in the Jewish religion like that? 
Lately I've been thinking a lot about waiting until Lately I've been thinking a lot about waiting until 
I'm married, but on second thought, when I'm married, but on second thought, when imim
just a little bit older, i might be in love, and i just a little bit older, i might be in love, and i 
might want to lose it to my first real love, even if might want to lose it to my first real love, even if 
we're not married. So i don't know whether to we're not married. So i don't know whether to 
wait until Iwait until I’’m married, or just until m married, or just until imim ready, and ready, and 
in love. in love. 
Is there something like this in the Torah? And Is there something like this in the Torah? And 
what are you going to do?what are you going to do? 10
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I don't actually think there is anything in the torah about I don't actually think there is anything in the torah about 
waiting until you're married to have sex (but don't waiting until you're married to have sex (but don't qutoequtoe
me on that). In fact, sex is considered a mitzvah. On the me on that). In fact, sex is considered a mitzvah. On the 
flip side, I believe that contraceptives are prohibited flip side, I believe that contraceptives are prohibited 
because it says "Be fruitful and multiply" (this is why sex because it says "Be fruitful and multiply" (this is why sex 
is a mitzvah). is a mitzvah). 
Personally, I feel that if the time is right, you should just Personally, I feel that if the time is right, you should just 
do it (and please use contraceptives if you do). do it (and please use contraceptives if you do). 
Sometimes you just shouldn't let religion get in the way Sometimes you just shouldn't let religion get in the way 
of love. Just because it's prohibited to marry a gentile of love. Just because it's prohibited to marry a gentile 
doesn't mean that you shouldn't do this if you love that doesn't mean that you shouldn't do this if you love that 
person, and just because it may be prohibited to have person, and just because it may be prohibited to have 
prepre--marital sex doesn't mean that you shouldn't if you marital sex doesn't mean that you shouldn't if you 
really ARE in love.really ARE in love.
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AA kallahkallah teacher of large numbers of teacher of large numbers of 
graduates of coed day schools reports that graduates of coed day schools reports that 
the young women she counsels seem the young women she counsels seem 
turned off to sex because of a focus on turned off to sex because of a focus on 
the negative they get at school where the negative they get at school where 
sexuality is often presented primarily sexuality is often presented primarily 
through the prism of what isnthrough the prism of what isn’’t allowedt allowed
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An Absent CurriculumAn Absent Curriculum

Girls seem to be confused and pressured Girls seem to be confused and pressured 
in sexual areasin sexual areas
A number of rabbis and educators in coed A number of rabbis and educators in coed 
day schools have told me that girls day schools have told me that girls 
complain that to the extent that the complain that to the extent that the 
number one need of an adolescent is to number one need of an adolescent is to 
““fit infit in””-- they feel that they canthey feel that they can’’t really be t really be 
accepted by the boys in their school if accepted by the boys in their school if 
they arenthey aren’’t sexually activet sexually active
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As Bettelheim As Bettelheim 
(1984)commented,(1984)commented,

"what cannot be talked about "what cannot be talked about 
can also not be put to restcan also not be put to rest””

Lighting up Lighting up BrocaBroca’’ss AreaArea
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Recent Changes in External Recent Changes in External 
Influences Shaping Sexual ValuesInfluences Shaping Sexual Values

Internet, Television and other MediaInternet, Television and other Media

15 Fleming,  2006, Youth and Society, 
38:135

Impact of PornographyImpact of Pornography

Average age of first exposure to pornography on the Average age of first exposure to pornography on the 
Internet is 11Internet is 11

This is often accidental exposure while child is doing This is often accidental exposure while child is doing 
homeworkhomework

Both violent and non violent pornography has been Both violent and non violent pornography has been 
associated with violence against womenassociated with violence against women

Increase in attitudes supporting sexual aggression Increase in attitudes supporting sexual aggression 
towards womentowards women

Adolescent female exposure towards pornography Adolescent female exposure towards pornography 
associated with a belief that womenassociated with a belief that women’’s actions and dress s actions and dress 
lead to rapelead to rape
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Pornography ContinuedPornography Continued

Incidence of unwanted exposure to pornography Incidence of unwanted exposure to pornography 
in ten to seventeen year olds has risen from in ten to seventeen year olds has risen from 
26% to 34% during period of 200026% to 34% during period of 2000--20052005
The more adolescents seek out online porn the The more adolescents seek out online porn the 
more likely they are to more likely they are to 

have a recreational attitude towards sexhave a recreational attitude towards sex
View sex as something that can take place outside of View sex as something that can take place outside of 
the context of a relationshipthe context of a relationship
View women as sexual play thingsView women as sexual play things
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Pornography and Parenting StylesPornography and Parenting Styles

Authoritative parenting style in dealing Authoritative parenting style in dealing 
with internet use is more likely to use in with internet use is more likely to use in 
responsible attitude towards pornographic responsible attitude towards pornographic 
sites even when parents are not sites even when parents are not watchinwatchin
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Impact of Changing Standards of Impact of Changing Standards of 
What Children See on TelevisionWhat Children See on Television
Changing standards in quantity and quality of exposure Changing standards in quantity and quality of exposure 
to sexual messages on television, particularly sitcomsto sexual messages on television, particularly sitcoms
10% of shows depict or strongly imply sexual 10% of shows depict or strongly imply sexual 
intercourseintercourse-- this has been found to predict age of this has been found to predict age of 
initiation of sexual activity in adolescents.initiation of sexual activity in adolescents.
16% of such scenes involve couple who just met16% of such scenes involve couple who just met
95% of sitcoms do not make even a passing reference to 95% of sitcoms do not make even a passing reference to 
the risks and responsibilities of sexual activity the risks and responsibilities of sexual activity 
A study done in 2004 documented that heavy television A study done in 2004 documented that heavy television 
sitcom watchers are more likely to engage in sexual sitcom watchers are more likely to engage in sexual 
activity at earlier ages and are more likely to regret their activity at earlier ages and are more likely to regret their 
early sexual experimentation once they reach young early sexual experimentation once they reach young 
adulthood.adulthood.
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Adolescent Sexual Activity: Adolescent Sexual Activity: 
General ConsiderationsGeneral Considerations

Poor family relationships predict Poor family relationships predict 
premature sexual activitypremature sexual activity
Early sexual activity among teens is Early sexual activity among teens is 
associated with early use of alcohol, and associated with early use of alcohol, and 
drugs and poorer social adjustment drugs and poorer social adjustment 
several years laterseveral years later
Grades fall significantly the year after the Grades fall significantly the year after the 
first sexual experiencefirst sexual experience
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Role of Parents and Role of Parents and 
EducatorsEducators

General ConsiderationsGeneral Considerations
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National Longitudinal Study on Adolescent HealthNational Longitudinal Study on Adolescent Health
JAMA 278:10, 823JAMA 278:10, 823--832 N=12,118832 N=12,118

Predictive of onset of risky sexual behaviorPredictive of onset of risky sexual behavior
Perceived school connectednessPerceived school connectedness

Study of top 20 Study of top 20 vsvs lowest 20 schoolslowest 20 schools
ParentParent--family connectednessfamily connectedness
Parental expectations regarding school Parental expectations regarding school 
achievementachievement
Parental disapproval of early sexual Parental disapproval of early sexual 
behaviorbehavior
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Key Predictors: Opportunity and Parental Key Predictors: Opportunity and Parental 
ValuesValues

Time alone with member of opposite Time alone with member of opposite 
sex Adolescent personal valuessex Adolescent personal values-- inin
part shaped by parental valuespart shaped by parental values
Parental monitoring in context of Parental monitoring in context of 
good relationshipgood relationship
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DatingDating

As the amount of time invested in a As the amount of time invested in a 
particular relationship increases the particular relationship increases the 
expectation that sexual involvement will expectation that sexual involvement will 
occur increasesoccur increases
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Protective FactorsProtective Factors

ParentParent--child relationship characterized by child relationship characterized by 
ability to  turn to parents first for any ability to  turn to parents first for any 
problemproblem
Belief that  parents value abstinence Belief that  parents value abstinence 
Time: parental availabilityTime: parental availability
Peer group that supports abstinencePeer group that supports abstinence
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Some General Guideline Some General Guideline 
Regarding Discussion with Regarding Discussion with 

AdolescentsAdolescents
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Discussing SexualityDiscussing Sexuality

Parents and teachers tend to consistently underestimate Parents and teachers tend to consistently underestimate 
their childrentheir children’’s concerns about sex as well as their childs concerns about sex as well as their child’’ss
desire to talk to them about these concernsdesire to talk to them about these concerns
Make your values clear and explicitMake your values clear and explicit
Empathize but be clear about DoEmpathize but be clear about Do’’s and s and DonDon’’tt’’ss ““while it while it 
can be hard to say no, I want you to say no. The longer can be hard to say no, I want you to say no. The longer 
you wait to have sex the better off you will beyou wait to have sex the better off you will be
I will always want you to talk to me if you are tempted I will always want you to talk to me if you are tempted 
to have sex. I will not punish you for those feelings, but to have sex. I will not punish you for those feelings, but 
I will help you resist them because it is safer for you to I will help you resist them because it is safer for you to 
resist themresist them
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Caveat:Caveat:
26 Randomized Clinical Trials of Primary Prevention 26 Randomized Clinical Trials of Primary Prevention 

Strategies Aimed at Delaying Sexual IntercourseStrategies Aimed at Delaying Sexual Intercourse
BMJ  (2002) 324 (7351) 1426BMJ  (2002) 324 (7351) 1426--14341434

Failed to delay initiation of sexual Failed to delay initiation of sexual 
intercourse in young womenintercourse in young women
Did not improve use of birth controlDid not improve use of birth control
Four abstinence programs and one school Four abstinence programs and one school 
based sex education program were based sex education program were 
associated with an associated with an increaseincrease in the in the 
number of pregnancies among partners of number of pregnancies among partners of 
male participantsmale participants
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TheThe ““TalkTalk””

Is not an event but a process and a mode of Is not an event but a process and a mode of 
interaction with adolescentinteraction with adolescent
If adolescent is restless and inattentive take this If adolescent is restless and inattentive take this 
as a sign that they are not taking in your as a sign that they are not taking in your 
messagemessage-- schedule another timeschedule another time
Adolescents understand less then you thinkAdolescents understand less then you think--
main source of their information is often equally main source of their information is often equally 
ill informed peersill informed peers
If uncomfortable discussing sex, say that up If uncomfortable discussing sex, say that up 
front:front: ““my teachers didnmy teachers didn’’t talk to me about sex t talk to me about sex 
so Iso I’’m a bit uncomfortable ; bear with me, Im a bit uncomfortable ; bear with me, I’’dd
still rather discuss this than say nothingstill rather discuss this than say nothing”” 29

The talk (continued)The talk (continued)

Embarrassment shouldnEmbarrassment shouldn’’t paralyze it t paralyze it 
should act as a clue, helping detect what should act as a clue, helping detect what 
you are afraid ofyou are afraid of
Ask adolescent for their opinions donAsk adolescent for their opinions don’’tt
only share yoursonly share yours
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The TalkThe Talk

Embarrassment shouldnEmbarrassment shouldn’’t paralyze .. t paralyze .. 
should act as a clue, helping detect what should act as a clue, helping detect what 
adult is afraid ofadult is afraid of

MetacommunicationMetacommunication: can say : can say ““my parents my parents 
didndidn’’t talk to me about this, or, t talk to me about this, or, ““II’’m nervous m nervous 
talking about this but ittalking about this but it’’s importants important””

Ask adolescent for their opinions donAsk adolescent for their opinions don’’tt
only share yoursonly share yours
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Important Points for Discussion with Important Points for Discussion with 
Adolescents:Adolescents:

Contextualizing from the Secular LiteratureContextualizing from the Secular Literature

A survey reported in JAMA found that a A survey reported in JAMA found that a 
substantial percentage of young adults substantial percentage of young adults 
wish they had waited longer before wish they had waited longer before 
becoming sexually active as adolescentsbecoming sexually active as adolescents
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General Considerations: General Considerations: 
ContinuedContinued

NormalizeNormalize
Sex out of commitment versus fun; pull of Sex out of commitment versus fun; pull of 
culture vs. individuality and meaningculture vs. individuality and meaning
Early relationships and risks for premature Early relationships and risks for premature 
foreclosure: power of early sex to distract foreclosure: power of early sex to distract 
you from who you really areyou from who you really are
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Adolescent Sexual Activity: Adolescent Sexual Activity: 
General ConsiderationsGeneral Considerations

Poor family relationships predict Poor family relationships predict 
premature sexual activitypremature sexual activity
Early sexual activity among teens is Early sexual activity among teens is 
associated with early use of alcohol, and associated with early use of alcohol, and 
drugs and poorer social adjustment drugs and poorer social adjustment 
several years laterseveral years later
Grades fall significantly the year after the Grades fall significantly the year after the 
first sexual experiencefirst sexual experience
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Questions to ask about Sexual Questions to ask about Sexual 
ReadinessReadiness

1.1. Are you doing this for yourself?Are you doing this for yourself?
2.2. Do you feel rushed by your partner, the situation, or Do you feel rushed by your partner, the situation, or 

yourself?yourself?
3.3. Do you trust your partner, can you talk freely with Do you trust your partner, can you talk freely with 

him/her?him/her?
4.4. Do you only engage in sexual activity when drunk or Do you only engage in sexual activity when drunk or 

high?high?
5.5. Would you be comfortable saying no even at the last Would you be comfortable saying no even at the last 

minute?minute?
6.6. Have you thought about the impact on your life and Have you thought about the impact on your life and 

whether it matches your valueswhether it matches your values
7.7. Sexuality can provoke larger questions about the Sexuality can provoke larger questions about the 

nature of existence, the meaning of lifenature of existence, the meaning of life 35

Multiplicity of reasons behind  Adolescent Multiplicity of reasons behind  Adolescent 
Sexual ActivitySexual Activity

To prove lovabilityTo prove lovability
Proof of  adult statusProof of  adult status
Physical pleasurePhysical pleasure
Intimacy, expression of true loveIntimacy, expression of true love
Status in peer groupStatus in peer group
Relief from boredom, stress reducerRelief from boredom, stress reducer
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